formal mathematical definitions rooted in set theory and integral geometry. We will use the 137 Minkowski functionals to characterise the 3D geometry of the soil architecture, water 138 distribution and the fungal biomass distribution.
140
In this general context, the objectives of the research described in this article were as has been done already by other researchers, but also the geometry of the air-water 153 interfaces and of the fungal biomass. Prospects for future research are discussed in detail.
154

MATERIALS AND METHODS
155
Soil sampling and characterization by X-ray computed tomography 
159
Two soil samples, labelled P1 and P2, were taken from the top 0-5 cm from fields ploughed 160 yearly to a depth of 40 cm and disked, whereas another sample (N) was obtained from a 161 field subjected to zero tillage treatment, and where seeds have been drilled directly. These 162 samples were selected on the premise that they would exhibit contrasting pore-size 163 distributions.
164
Characterisation of the micro-scale heterogeneity of the soils was achieved by scanning 165 samples in a Nikon Metrology/METRIS HMX micro-tomography system (Nikon Metrology,
166
Tring, Herts, UK) at 150 kV and 50 µA, with a 2mm Al filter, and 1200 angular projections.
167
The radiographs were reconstructed into a 3-D volume using CT-Pro (Nikon Metrology, 
181
The Lattice Boltzmann model is viewed from a particle perspective where collisions, 182 streaming, and particle-particle, particle-surface interactions constitute the conceptual literature and used to describe the particle-particle and particle-surface interactions are showed a very sudden transition at a certain density, which was used as the threshold value.
220
The initial average density of ρ o = 150 was determined as the lowest value that was possible The set of modelled processes describe uptake of resource from the environment, the context. The colony spreads through space by a diffusion process. The fungal colony can also exude an inhibitor field which is proportional to the local mobile biomass concentration.
257
The presence of a non-self inhibitor field stops local spread of the colony.
258
This model has been used to show that single (Falconer et al. 2005 ) and interacting The thresholded 3-D tomography images, the water distribution predicted by the LBM model,
320
and the predicted fungal networks in the three soils, at different water contents, are analysed using algorithms described by Ohser recorded and used to compute the pore size distribution (Figure 2 ).
341
Due to the number of methods and models used in this paper we present a schematic which 342 provides an overview of how these are used in the context of this research (Figure3).
343
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
344
Physical pore space properties and functionals of pore space
345
The soil structure metrics show that N has the lowest porosity and connected pore fraction 346 ( 
Evolution of functionals of liquid phase from SCMP-LB
357
Using PALABOS and the parameter values in Table 1 we extended the previously published Table 3 . The table demonstrates that water content increases with an increase in 395 average initial density (ρ0) over the three structures, and the water content appears to 396 increase, not with porosity, but with the increased occurrence of large pore diameters.
397
To illustrate how water distribution will impact on fungal colonisation the linearly mapped for classifying fungi response, in terms of colonisation capacity, to structure and moisture.
447
For both the Surface vs Volume and IMC vs ITC plots we can see clear clustering by 448 structure, and within these clusters there is variance relating to the effect of water content.
449
The effect of water content is more apparent in the IMC vs ITC functional space. It seems 450 however that some structures (N) are less sensitive to the presence of moisture and this can 451 possibly be explained by the structural characteristics of the soil (small pores and low 452 porosity therefore low water content).
453
We have also shown for the first time that a model of fungal growth and dynamics can 454 be coupled to a model predicting the micro-pore distribution of fluid. i.e., with no moisture, b) moisture content of 2.96% and c) water content of 4.75% (Table   579 3). Black and white voxels correspond to solid (Diffusion coefficient = 0) and pore samples are labelled as in Table 3.   587   588   589 
